In the Strange
Brave World
of Children
By N O R M A N H . M A T S O N

Friends, by Ed Viet,
aged twelve

Beggars, by Grete Hanus,
aged thirteen

j
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'VERY child lives in a beautiful and in the icy dampness of their own rooms Hurried
interesting world of his own, and stiffly along the streets to the smoky warmth of
almost every child has the talent to cafes, there to spend the rest of the day sipping
express that world in graphic or bad coffee, reading newspapers, gossiping of foreign
plastic art. All he needs is encourage- credits and the possibility of war, but chiefly just
ment and sympathy so that he may being warm.
have the confidence to resist the temptation of being
Prim little children, huddled into baggy clothes,
imitative—that infectious disease of all his elders. clumsily staggered along beside their mothers on
Were an art school for infants conducted in the way to church, caught up at every corner by a
accordance with such a theory, what would result? gust of icy wind that entangled them in the flapping
Happy children, first of all; and secondly, the crea- skirts of their elders.
tion of truly beautiful things. After a visit to the
Little bob-tailed street-cars, shabby for want of
school of Dr. Franz Cizek in Vienna, there can be paint but not so shabby as their bearded conductors,
no question about that! His is a school without passed slowly. At the corner two old women,
discipline, without rules, without traditions. For shawled like witches and wearing enormous felt
all these are substituted respect, indeed, reverence boots, tended a meager display of apples and
for the unspoiled, creative child-mind. Dr. Cizek oranges, decorated with cards announcing the price
is happy that the little children suffer him to come as 2,000 crowns apiece. On a rink next to the big
unto them. It is a movConcert
Hall,
welling, not-to-be-forgotten
clothed children and
experience to talk with
r;
some young men skated
this tall, somber-eyed
in somewhat solemn enartist who for twenty
joyment. Across the
years has cooperated
broad square rose the
with children, and to see
ornately impressive colhim among his pupils.
umns of Karl's Church,
Happy faces are rare
as out-dated and disin Vienna, and this
proportionate to ' the
doubtless makes more
present time as the
striking the discovery
Doges' Palace in that
of a school-room in
i other dead empire city,
which all are intensely
Venice. Leafless trees
interested and all obbordered a wide, empty
viously happy. When
street. On the curb a
we made our way
young ex-soldier disthrough the inner city
played a wooden leg
toSchwartzenberg Platz
and two metal foreit was Sunday morning,
! arms, begging alms in a
cold with that bittergentle voice.
ness that makes Vienna
We found the address
seem more empty, more'
, we sought with the help
dilapidated, more skinof a kindly gendarme
ny than humanity can
and a red-cheeked old
bear. People who probi man in a moth-eaten fur
ably had found they
coat. The latter walked
A sketch by Grete Hanus, aged
thirteen,
could sleep no longerwhich shows remarkable ability
with us, out of his way,
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Priest and peasant
women in
the Tyrol, a woodcut, by Helene
Klaunzer,
aged
fourteen

the more surely to direct us, as is the generous
Viennese custom with foreigners. But perhaps he
helped with extra willingness because he was glad
we were going to Dr. Cizek's school, for he knew
it and praised it enthusiastically.
The art school building is just such a building
as an American high school—bare hallways and
broad stairs. The door to Dr. Cizek's class-room
was unlocked. We entered and thereby left gray,
discouraged Vienna behind us, far, far behind, us,
and stepped into a busy, hopeful world of children.
Tb't- big, light room hummed with significant life
•md sang with exuberant color.
Sixty boys and girls were at double desks a;nd
easels. There seemed more than that. A girl with
blonde braids and a pinafore we noticed first, for
she was working in the front of the room at a panel
that was fully eight feet long. It was a procession
of peasants in gala attire, and she was painting
brilliant flowers at their feet—flowers as naive
as Giotto's and as vivid
as the brightest Hungarian embroidery. H e r
tongue was thrust out at
the corner of her mouth
in a gesture of complete
absorption.
T h e appearance of the
Auslander distracted no
one from the important
work at hand. We started diffidently down an
aisle, feeling like intruders, dreading to embarrass the littlest.
We
need not have feared 1
W e stopped at the
desk of a dark-eyed boy
working earnestly with

colored paper—greens, dark
and light, blue, white and
orange. H e had a sketch beside him, of old people, heavily
laden, walking with great
weariness over a desolate hill.
H e glanced up, saw we were
interested, moved the sketch
so that we could better judge
it, and went back to the absorbing task of making hills,
trees and sky with his colored
paper. The gesture was eloquent. H e was not
surprised that we should be interested in the picture
that had grown under his own hand. H e was interested himself! Later we learned that the weary
folk were some of those he had seen in the Polish
hunger zone, whence he himself had been brought
to Vienna. W e learned, too, that he was ten, not
six as he seemed. W a r does that to children.
Near him were three yellow-haired' girls in a
row. The oldest one (she was all of twelve) the
ring-leader, and obviously the "master"—sketched
on a yard-square canvas what was to be a record
of all her friends. Already she had drawn the
portraits of six of them, leggy little girls with flying
hair and impudent faces, sewing, reading and playing the piano. In the corner, very small, was a
portrait of the artist, directing, it is sad to relate,
a "long-nose" at the rest. It was excellent drawing,
but as Dr. Cizek said, a grown-up might have done
it! The "master," in a word, had "gone academic."

Peasant wedding in
the Tyrol,t by Grete
Blatny, aged thirteen
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Another
The conscript's
by Helene

woodcut,
farewell,
Klauzner

The desk at the end of the
row provided a startling proof
that this was indeed a school
without rules. W h o would
deny that Mary was very
wrong to have brought her
lamb to school, or at least to
have tacitly encouraged it to
follow her there? But here
no one seemed in the least
disturbed or even interested
in the fact that a seven-yearold girl worked at her painting while .a fuzzy,
white dog struggled to stay on her lap! She labored
with composition and he scraped his tail back and
forth in utter content.
W e asked about that. "Oh," said Dr. Cizek,
"she is very fond of the dog, and we said yes
when she pleaded to bring him. Now they are both
content, and doubtless she draws better!"
If the lamb had not been turned out pernaps we
should have heard much more about Mary—but
there are those, particularly here in the hometown of Dr. Freud, who would argue that such a
thwarting of affections as suffered by Mary should
have produced something more than a nursery
rhyme about the two. And they would argue not
without certain evidence. W e found, for instance;
that Herta Breit, who is eleven, was putting the last
touches on a water color in which she had sought
to express a still happiness, and succeeded. The
leaves of that lovely tree are so green and the

berries so red that she laughed, herself, to see
them. The sky is miles high and blue. The roofs
of that delectable village, far from the halcyon
hill, are red in the sun. The funny little girl is herself. She has remembered to wear her overshoes;
her hair is hopelessly straight (as it really is) and
the wistful dog is—her ideal dog. Herta has no
dog. She cannot afford to buy one, so she had
created this one, and he follows her faithfully
through all her pictures.
Wordsworth never
apostrophized his Lucy with greater tenderness
and appreciation!
Anneliese Freisler, who is ten, is Herta's friend,
H e r art is very different. She has sociological
interests, arid that is why she was drawing the
picture of a Frau Schieb'er (Mrs. Profiteer) being
unfavorably considered by members of the urban
and rural proletariat!
At ari"~easel a tall boy was laying the red-tiled
roofs of a mountain village. There were distant
mountain
peaks,
snow-covered, and
a strange blue garden in the valley.
Something v e r y
close to genius
guided
him in
creating an atmosphere so cold and
so clear that it
could almost be
felt.
Everybody was
working,
everybody doing a different thing, drawing,
painting, modeling,
Peasants oj the Salzkammergut in church,
by Herta
Zuckerman,
aged fourteen.
Her
work has already been
widely shown in posters
of the Friends Society
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embroidering—the "models" were all invisible—
for they were to be found only in the strange, brave
world of the children. Dr. Cizek (and every other
artist who has seen it) thinks highly of the extraordinary sunrise painted by Irene Malline, who confesses to seven years. Dawn breaks above her home
in colors primitive and powerful. H e r cat lurks on
the roof near the chimney, the smoke from which
suggests breakfast; the dog leaps with decorous
joy; and the sun unmistakably tears the shrouds
of night with his spears.
"It is a picture from her world," said Dr. Cizek.
"It is beautiful. No one but an unspoiled little
child could have done it. Children, warned early
enough from imitation, do naturally what the great

Dawn,

by Irene

Malline,

aged seven.

knows his strange-looking horse is his idea of a
horse, and so has something that not another person
in the world could have given it!
Do the children who so ambitiously start huge
detailed compositions ever weary and abandon
them before they were finished? Dr. Cizek says they
never do. Some who do intricate embroidering overwork, and these are persuaded to break their task
with other and difficult work. But they are all too
interested, too free, to rebel against sustained effort.
The children make what interests them. Whether •
a child chooses to do a ten-foot cavalry charge or
an inch-high model of a locomotive, it is all one to
Teacher, who is likely to find beauty in both. The
new youngster, who shyly says he thinks he would

"No one but an unspoiled

moderns strive to do—that is, express their own
sure instincts directly and sincerely." H e was
equally enthusiastic over her two dogs, exalted as
they are by their border of bright flowers. This
was her very, first drawing.
The youngest pupils of this class are six, the
oldest are fifteen. Dr. Cizek prefers the work of
the youngest, and believes it is the best. In all
sincere, unimitative work he finds something to
admire; but imitative work, however clever it be,
saddens him. H e helps his children to do what
pleases them, and thus are they never bored. They
are confident. If the painted horse of one is far
less like a horse than the one painted by the boy
across the aisle, he is not ashamed nor envious. He

little

child could

have done

il!

like to do a house, is asked whether he would draw
it, paint it, make it in wood or clay, embroider or
engrave it. There are many ways to make a house,
and some of the finest are painted clay models, an
inch or two square, with droll people walking in the
garden.
The child himself works out his technical problems. The newest woodcut artist learns, by trying,
that he must cut away the part he would have print
white. H e does go, of course, to other children
engaged in making woodcuts: "How does a fellow
make leaves?"—"Well, I make 'em this way."—
"It's a pretty good way; I'll try it." But that is
rather like discovering it oneself.
The littlest are not abashed before strangers be-
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original things are
cause they know, as
happier in later life.
the w h o l e
dlass
The child that has
knows, that Teacher
learned the joy of
is most interested in
creation will make a
their work. Not that
better plumber, bankthey become
vain.
er, politician—a betTheir attitude is that
ter citizen, according
of the Polish boy.
to Dr. Cizek. Keep
Their creations are
the children from imidiscoveries to themtating their stupid
selves. It is almost an
elde rs before they are
impersonal
attitude;
twelve, and you will
they sense the significhange the world!
cance of the fact that
they are engaged in
"What a c h i l d
creation and not in
learns and deeply excompetition.
periences before he
All the children
physically ceases to be
do- home tasks (the
a child," went on Dr.
class can meet but
Cizek, "is most likely
once a week), and in
to be passed on to the
these the children are
next generation. And
frequently most conso I feel that my voice
fidently themselves—
is being heard by
The Tyrol, by Amandus Hauke, aged thirteen
and sometimes most
future generations."
imitative. When Dr. Cizek sees evidence of the
Sounds of piano and violin from an adjoining
billboard and comic-strip in a child's work he does room prompted an interrupting question. "Yes,"
not reprimand him directly. That would be exer- he said, "those who can may make music if they
cising the grown-up tyranny he abhors. Instead, he
wish. No, it does not bother the class." Here
casually speaks to the whole class of the dangers "'we saw something almost like an example of applied
of imitation—and the individual is either persuaded discipline. Ten or twelve children had been clusor goes his own way, a way that soon enough leads tered for some time around the boy at work on his
out of the class.
mountain village. Doubtless they were making
Since 1903, children from Dr. Cizek's classes critical suggestions, for the artist felt impelled to
have become successful artists; but these have been, give lengthy explanations. Dr. Cizek said quietly,
so to speak, a by-product of the school. Dr. Cizek's "You have but a half hour left." The group scatfirst objective is not training students to become tered. It would be a long wait before the next
artists. H e wants chiefly to stimulate children to class!
express sincerely their own creative instincts.
H e returned to us, stopping first at a desk to
"If I were asked," he said, " to say what is the inspect a drawing. The tiny artist looked neither
most important wisdom I have acquired in these apprehensive nor embarrassed while Teacher extwenty years, I would reply: 'The earl ler the bet- amined the drawing (a man in a racing motor
ter'; four is a good age to start."
boat in the middle of a lake, with an elaborate
Children who have learned the joy of making forest in the distance) and smiled. The artist
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smiled too. They both knew his weakness was for mittance to Dr. Cizek's classes, which have now
motor-boats. It looked like solid equality between one hundred pupils, an almost unwieldy number.
He would like to accept every one that applies, he
teacher and pupil.
said;
unfortunately that is not possible. The tuition
"The earlier the better," Dr. Cizek repeated. "I
have another class for children from four to six fee for six months is 3,000 crowns, approximately
years only. Their mothers frequently come with four American cents, and as materials are priced
them and sit in the class-room. Sometimes they almost at "world level," the total tuition income
try to draw too-, but I have never seen one of them for six months pays for no more than an hour's
worth of material. But there has been a little help
do half as well as her child."
All children are creative, in Dr. Cizek's opinion, from overseas, and the Austrian government helped
and most have some artistic talent. (It is nearly with a subsidy. T h a t subsidy was recently withalways ruined, one way or another!)
Girls are drawn for purposes of economy, but the school,
creative much earlier than boys, perhaps because which is becoming internationally famous, will
very young boys have more varied interests than somehow go on.
Plans are now being made for the holding of an
very young girls. But the boys' instincts when
finally developed are apt to be the strongest and exhibit of the pupils' work next winter in New
York, and later in other American cities. These
most permanent.
This class where children learn to express them- exhibits will fail of their purpose if the truly extraselves in art is but a part of Dr. Cizek's educational ordinary pictures are judged as the work of
those difficult, unlovely intheory. In the school of his imagination; music, "Wunderkinder"—of
dividuals, child prodigies.
dancing, painting and plays
They are the work of
would all be invented by
youngsters
who,
oddly
the children themselves,
enough,
considering
the
and the lessons would
conditions
in
this
wargrow naturally out of the
wrecked c o u n t r y , were
needs of daily life. The
given a chance to be themgirls would make their
selves. The best of the'
own clothes and the boys
pictures are m e s s a g e s
their own toys. /1.1I the
from the strange, brave
order and discipline of the
world
children live in,
place would be in the chilwhich
they
are so wofully
dren's hands.
seldom
encouraged
to exHundreds of applicants
press.
are necessarily refused adEven little children share the
general contempt for the postwar "schieber" which Anneliese
Freisler, aged ten, portrays belo-w in the cartoon oj
Mrs. Profiteer

Erich Engels, aged ten, remembered this pastoral scene from
his trip to the country. He calls
it Noonday.
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"White

man say Indian

no can learn.

How you know?

You never give him chance!"

The Red Man's Experiment with
Grade Schools
By S A D Y E M .

HAGEMAN

LD Chief Odock lay in the shade of a
A story, thus far, which might lapse into the
lofty sycamore tree, his wistful gaze usual and commonplace, but which rises instead to
fixed on the huddle of homes which a unique climax. The old Indian chief, crying
nestled against the generous elbow of out against the future ignorance of his race, moved
the river levee. Twenty in all, cabins a modern board of county supervisors to make the
and tepees dotted the narrow strip of old' man's Dream Castle the first Indian public
land named Cachil Dehe Rancheria. The proud school in the state of California. That strange
eyes did not see in the little cluster of houses the assortment of childhood, shrinking, untrained and
meager remnants of ten thousand campfires; they untaught, whose heritage had been poverty of
' ofr the
' ^Dream ^Castle
'' for 1his race;
--- a thought, experience and environment, to be graded
saw the site
place where the tawny-cheeked boys and girls could by the same course of study used for the white
come and go, playing, singing, learning from books children of the country.
—just like the children of the white man.
The first September morning after Cachil Dehe's
"White man say Indian no can learn. How you transformation to a public school, fifteen pupils,
know? You never give him chance!" The old ranging in age from five to twenty-one years, conchief's hunger for knowledge for his race voiced fronted the nonplussed teacher. In their homes
itself in public plea and enlisted the interest of there had been no books, magazines, papers or picwhite neighbors. Funds were subscribed. Before tures—the ordinary material of educational backthe great Acorn Feast Day had been set apart by ground all missing. And their fathers and mothers
the Boli man (prophet), the Dream Castle pushed squatting flat on the ground around the bubbling
up from the shimmer of sand—slowly, for Chief acorn soup pots or lounging on the levee, seemed
Odock's gnarled hands
completely unaware of
alone wielded the hamthe importance of this
mer and saw. But by
new school which had
late September there it
come to the tepee circles.
stood, a well lighted
For five years that
room, sixteen by twenty
first public school teachfeet, a schoolhouse for
er, doctor, minister and
the Indian children—a
friend did double shift
memorial in shining new
in his stupendous task—
pine and redwood shinAmericanizing the real
gles to the great faith
Americans. The grapand love of a loyal chief.
ple by day with the lanThere followed the
guage handicap and the
pion,eer days of the in
undisciplined minds in
stitution, two years as a
the school-room; the
mission school. That
evenings and week-ends'
first day when the bell
spent with the apathetic
tolled out the n i n e
parents.
o'clock call, hours passed
Through the years,
and the social service
the scene shifted. Susteacher sat alone. Over
piciously at first and then
the brink of the levee,
cautiously, the Indians
hiding behind tree trunks
filed across the trail
and wild rose bushes,
which bridged the chasm
were the fifteen children btfteen children, ranging from five to twenty-one years old, between the red men's
confronted
the
nonplussed
teacher
of the school! Bit by
habits of. life and the
bit, they cautiously advanced, only to flee in wild white man's civilization. On one of those evenings
confusion at the sound of a footstep. Finally, the at night school, when the adult minds ached with
old chief rounded them up and drove them into the the.process of learning, the old chief's appeal rang
room! There followed two days of chattering in through the room. "Brothers, white mans same as
an unknown tongue. On the third day, the names God. Him know everything, him can do everywere secured for the register and by the end of the thing. Indian mans no can do nothing, him no
week each child had learned the salute to Old Glory. know nothing. You know why? White mans goes
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